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JOB DESCRIPTION  
 

Functional Title: TM PLUS Specialist  

 
JOB SUMMARY 
Responsible for assisting real estate agents with the administrative functions associated with the “front 
end” processes associated with residential real estate transactions. 
 
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITITES 
 

 Administrative functions 
1. Coordinate showing appointments for listings with buyer brokers. 
2. Assemble buyer packets according to set standards (pertinent brochures, home warranty, 

title policy, etc.). 
3. Prepare listing agreements according to set standards. 
4. Prepare Purchase Contract/ Counter Offers according to agent instructions and facilitate 

management approval thru Location Approval and Review System (PARS). 
5. Input listings into MLS to include arranging photo shoot according to internal procedures, 

input photos into Matrix.   Maintain listing as instructed by Agent (i.e. price changes, relist, 
schedule broker open, etc.). 

6. Assist with composing and submitting open house ads for manager approval. 
7. Assist with finding open house sitters when needed, and prepare open house instructions 

for sitters. 
8. Conduct property searches as directed 
9. Open pre-sale file transactions thru TransactionPoint 
10. Escrow preparation (complete Transaction Source Document form, Transaction 

Management Instruction form and coordinate file for opening by Transaction 
Management) 

 

 Marketing Functions 
1. Prepare Standard Buyer presentation materials 
2. Prepare Standard Listing presentation materials 
3. Prepare Comparative Market Analysis (CMA). 

 

 Other Functions 
1. General Copying/Faxing 
2. Able to utilize DocuSign to facilitate signatures, approvals 
 

Completion of tasks are expected within pre-determined time frames.   
 
Working Conditions:  Office environment. 
 
Equipment Use:         Computer, printer, typewriter, fax, copy machine, scanner. 
 
Mental, Physical, and Communication Demands:  
Requires working under minimal supervision to meet daily deadlines; must be able to solve moderately  
complex issues and exercise discretion in dealing with confidential and sensitive issues.   Must be able to 
manage multiple tasks as noted above for multiple agents; ability to prioritize and finish all time-sensitive 
matters efficiently a must.  Requires        
strong organizational skills, attention to detail and accuracy.  Requires prolonged sitting and computer     
work with occasional lifting and moving boxes.   Requires effective communication with people at all  
levels of the organization and outside vendors.  Ability to maintain a positive and professional attitude.    
Requires the ability to deal with constant requests for assistance with patience and tolerance.  
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Education/Experience required: 

 Real estate experience or escrow experience preferred. 

 Active State of Hawaii real estate license. 

 Requires strong organizational, listening, judgment, decision making, verbal, written and 
comprehension skills. 

 Knowledge of real estate law, principles, sales and escrow helpful. 

 Ability to work on multiple projects and tasks simultaneously in a fast paced environment and 
able to effectively prioritize. 

 Aptitude to learn new technologies 

 Proficiency in Microsoft Word, Excel, Outlook.  

 
Personal Qualifications 

 Outstanding interpersonal skills with the ability to generate credibility, trust and respect 
throughout the Company 

 Ability to form strong partnerships with employees and agents 

 Demonstrates passion in his/her work 

 Demonstrated ability to understand and be responsive to the needs of other business owners, 
divisions and departments 

 Positive attitude that remains consistent despite challenging or changing situations 

 Knows how and when to appropriate escalate matters needing management attention 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The above information on this description has been designed to indicate the general nature and level of work 

performed by an employee in this classification.  It is not to be interpreted as a comprehensive inventory, or 

all duties, responsibilities, and qualifications of employees assigned to this job.  Management has the right to 

add to, revise, or delete information in this description.  Reasonable accommodations will be made to enable 

qualified individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions of this position. 
 


